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 The Roundtable Discussion is to be held at Peterhouse, 1

Cambridge, on 10th December, 2015 at a Conference sponsored by 
the Cambridge Journal of Economics on the occasion of the 
publication of a special issue of the Journal (Vol. 39, No. 6, 
November, 2015) to commemorate the birth centennial of Richard 
Goodwin. 
 Richard Goodwin was my teacher, PhD supervisor at Cambridge, 2

friend and mentor from October, 1973 till his death twenty-three 
years later, in Siena. He was, together with Joan Robinson and 
Luigi Pasinetti, one of the three original Patrons of the Cambridge 
Journal of Economics..
 Please kindly refrain from quoting from this informal text without - 3

or even with - permission.
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(a) 
......... ~::±~,, machine ("taffy-puller"). (a) Schematic drawing. (b) Some succes- 

a..ms, ranging from O to 360 degrees (shown in series). (c) An outline of 
.... ~-1o-:::::==:s5l0ic. mnal.al map (a middle section through the taffy blown up vertically, 

= rotation). The dashing of the right hand portion of the taffy [in 
-.::- ox.sand gaps [in (c)J are meant to facilitate the identification of ele- 

tl:e stretching. (d) The taffy-puller, placed on a corotating platform 
e) Simplified analog computer made of paper (cf. the text). 

re is a "three-dimensional blender," as this class of dynam- 
been called. 8 . 

.. llilllilE:l::c:~ remarks are in order. First, it is possible to take a video of 
:i s zrajectory in the dark and to then let the video run back- 

...__,,__......<,.;~ motion is that of an "unmixing machine." Anaxagoras' 
--.,.w,c:iu.ieD ted. 

ible to understand even better what goes on in three-space 
....zed "analog model" under the assumption that the vertical 

~ approaches zero. To this end one needs only a sheet of 

Anaxagoras' Idea of the Infinitely Exact Chaos 5 
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A Mechanical Taffy Puller  4

 ‘Can ordinary language and ordinary three-dimensional intuition at all 4

capture the essence of the behaviour of a nontrivial dynamical system in 
phase space?
The answer is yes. It only takes a ‘taffy-puller and a rotating platform (a Lazy 
Susan) in order to realise Anaxagoras’ vision.’ ENDOPHYSICS, p.4



 Triode Circuit  5

 Electrical circuit involving a triode, resulting in a forced Van der Pol 5

oscillator.[11] The circuit contains: a triode, a resistor R, a capacitor 
C, a coupled inductor-set with self inductance L and mutual 
inductance M. In the serial RLC circuit there is a current i, and 
towards the triode anode ("plate") a current ia, while there is a 
voltage ug on the triode control grid. The Van der Pol oscillator is 
forced by an AC voltage source Es.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_circuit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triode
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resistor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inductor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self_inductance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutual_inductance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RLC_circuit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anode
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_grid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage_source
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From: Two-Stoke Oscillators by Ph. Le Corbeiller 

1960 Le Corbeiller: Two-Stroke Oscillators 391 

Fig. g--The function R (or T) = p(eu - Z), a type of variable 
resistance which leads to a stable two-stroke oscillator for any 
positive value of p less than 1. 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 9-(a) The cubic characteristic of Lord Rayleigh, for e = l/2. 

(b) The reduced characteristic resulting from the variable re- 
sistance of Fig. 8, for p = l/2. The domains of negative n(2) 
or I, in which the energy in the “flywheel” (L, C) is increasing, 
are stippled. Elsewhere, the resistance is positive and the energy 
in (L, C) is decreasing. 
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Fig. lo--The limit cycle obtained from the reduced characteristic 
of Fig. 9 (b). 

Using the same expression for rcy) we obtain 

LRT 5 + p(e’ - 1 - 2i) + 2 = 0, (27) 

VDPT 71 (28) 

the simplest VDPT equation for a two-stroke oscillator. 
In all four equations, we must take 0 < p < 1.3 

We have plotted in Fig. 9(b) the characteristic (S) of 
(27), and placed next to it for comparison in Fig. 9(a) the 
familiar cubic characteristic (I’) of Lord Rayleigh, giving 
to both the slope (- l/2) at the origin. It is apparent at 
a glance that not only’ is the new characteristic not 
Z-shaped, but it does not even have an inflexion point 
anywhere. The writer used to believe (and thought it was 
the general understanding) that a characteristic had to 
have the general shape of a 2 or N or S (or, me might say, 
had to have two bends) in order to produce oscillations, 
until Dr. Goodwin proved to him otherwise. 

The limit cycle resulting from the characteristic of 
Fig. 9(b) is shown in Fig. 10. The function F(?/) has now a 
single nonzero root, 7~ = 1.256; thus, the radius vector of 
the limit cycle has only one maximum and one minimum. 
As the representative point (2, y) moves clockwise from 
m to M, the power source delivers energy to the load 
and to the generalized flywheel (Section I); and from M 
to m, the source and the generalized flywheel deliver 
energy to the load. We have thus obtained from a one- 
bend characteristic, a two-stroke oscillator. 

The corresponding periodic functions X(T) (LRT) and 
Y(T) (VDPT), taken from de Figueiredo [la], are shown 
in Fig. 11(a) and (b) 

We have noted that parameter p must lie between 0 
and 1. Figs. 12 and 13 show the limit-cycle of (27) for the 
cases p = 0.1 and p = 0 8. For p = 0.1, the limit cycle 
somewhat resembles a circle of radius 2’ with its center at 
left of 0, but the distortion is much greater than for 
E = 0.1 in the symmetrical case. (See Fig. 8 of [7]. For 
p = 0.8, the limit-cycle practically coincides with the 
upper portion of the characteristic, and its lower part 
approximates a logarithmic spiral. The negative amplitude 
of y is almost five times the positive amplitude, and 
therefore the upward stroke of X(T) is a small fraction of 
the period. In the boundary case p = .l, the lowest point 
of (c?) is at infinity, therefore there is no periodic solution 
x(r). 

V. THE GOODWIN CHARACTERISTIC 

In order to obtain a two-stroke oscillator, we can use a 
much simpler resistance function r(r/) than an exponential 
one, only it is not analytic. Taking as before ZJ,-, positive, 

3 Eq. (25) was discussed by the writer at a Harvard colloquium 
on October 4, 1057, and in an invited lecture at Rensselaer Poly- 
technic Institute on March 27, 1958. The pair (27), (28) was later 
suggested to him by Dr. van der Pal and by Dr. de Figuciredo, 
independently. 
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390 IRE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUIT THEORY 

assuming no change in the characteristic or in the two 
ovals. 

The diode voltage vD oscillates around the battery 
voltage 1’, and the diode current around i, (the ordinate 
of 0’). Let us put 

VD = v, - v i, = i. + i (17) 
and 

December 

9 = LiL = 
s v at (18) 

(from Faraday’s lam v = d@/df). Let j(amp) = dC/Lv. -- -i- At any time t we have QP = i and 0 Q = j(positive to -- 
left). Dram through 0’ the line of slope (- 1/L/Cg). 
Then QR = gv. Put PM = - Cdv/dt. The voltage equa- 
tion (8) is now replaced by the current equation 

dv 1 
-+Cz+z@+dv=O (19) 

or 

i, + i, = i - gv = d&,,(v) (20) 
where S,,, is the stimulance current. Taking m for 
unit of time, we find j = di,/dr, i, = dj/dr. Thus me are 
led to Fig. 6 again, plotting iL horizontally and j vertically. 

In the parallel-type electrical oscillator, iI. is a 
Rayleight function, i, and v are van der Pol functions and 
i, is the derivative of a van der Pol function. In the 
parallel-type mechanical oscillator, the alternating velocity 
v of the mass is a van der Pol function, hence the alter- 
nating part of the position variable x (or 0) is a Rayleigh 
function. We observe that in the whole question enter 
four functions of time: 

the integral of a Ray- 
leigh function: 

a Rayleigh function: 
a van der Pol function: 
the derivative of a van 

der Pol function: 

Series 

Elect% Mechani- 
cal cal 

3af or e 
UC Vhf 

i, u, I, VD 

VL UK 

Parallel 
type 

Electri- Mechani- 
cal cal 

~- 

The oscillations of the inertive element, mass or flywheel, 
are smoother in the series-type than in the parallel-type 
oscillator, assuming the same characteristics. 

IV. TWO-STROBE OSCILLATORS. 
EXPONENTIAL TYPES 

We now want to build up equations of type (3)-(5) for 
two-stroke oscillators. The resistance R(y) or r(y) should 
be negative for y = 0, to make the origin unstable. Calling 
y0 a positive quantity, the resistance should then be 
negative for y < yO, positive for y > yO. (This will be our 
hypothesis from nom on; one could just as well take y0 
negative, with the resistance positive on the left of yO, 
and negative on the right.) 

R or r 
$8 

-- 6 

Fig. 7-The function R (or T) = - p( 1 - y)eu, representing a 
variable resistance which leads to a two-stroke oscillator with 
one stable limit cycle, for any positive value of the parameter p. 

A type of variable resistance which should lead to a 
unique limit cycle is that of Fig. 7, in which the negative 
resistance goes to zero as y -+ - m. Small oscillations of 
y around 0 will at first increase in amplitude, and soon 
become large enough to enter the region where resistance 
is positive. But the larger the amplitude, the smaller the 
‘Laverage” negative resistance during a complete oscil- 
lation, and the larger the “average” positive resistance; 
hence, the amplitudes (greater at left t.han at right) will 
gradually reach a limit. A simple analytic expression suit- 
able for either R(g) or r(y) in Fig. 7 is - ~(1 - y)e”. If 
we take R(y) equal to this, we obtain the pair of equations 

LRT j- - ~(2 - j’)e’ + x = 0, (21) 

VDPT jj - ~(1 - y - y’)e”j, + y = 0. (22) 

If me take the same expression for r(y), me obtain another 
pair: 

LRT J: - p[(2 - i)e’ - 21 + x = 0, (23) 

VDPT $j - p( 1 - y)e’?j + y = 0. (24) 

The advantage of these equations over those which 
follow is that they have a periodic solution for all positive 
values of p. The limit cycles of (21) and (23) are easy to 
obtain and are not reproduced here. 

The writer has tried out a number of functions, some 
with one, and some mith tmo exponentials, mhich lead to 
two-stroke oscillators. The simplest of all seems to be 
de” - 2), in which, hoivever, the parameter p must be 
restricted to the domain 0 < p < 1 (Fig. 8). Taking R(y) 
equal to this, we obtain 

LRT E (25) 

the simplest LRT equation the author has found SO far 
for a two-stroke oscillator, and 

VDPT fj + p(ye’ + y - 2)?j + y = 0. m3 



 
 

The Perron-Frobenius Theorem is essentially GEOMETRIC - 
reflecting the way in which powers of non-negative (squre) 
matrices preserve POSITIVE CONES. 

Coordinate Transformation 
2 

The solution for the free response is actually a coordinate 

transformation in disguise: 

If this is the form of the solution, why not use it to begin with? 

Generalized coordinates 

(Physical DOFs) 

Principal coordinates 

(Modal DOFs) 

Modal transformation matrix 

(Modal vectors) 



The Four-Quadrant Geometry of the GT 

 

A Walrasian Market as a Servomechanism 
 

1444 THE ECONOMIC JOURNAL [SEPTEMBER 
r r 
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Fig. 3. 

and whilst working as an assistant to John Williams, is not surprising. He had 
just done the empirical work for his Oxford and Harvard dissertations on 
monetary matters; and he was beginning his long, close and fruitful association 
with Schumpeter, who was himself in his magisterial business cycle phase. It 
can be seen that a standard nonlinearity in the I -r quadrant, based on 
distinguishing capital stock adjustments in the short and long runs,10 would be 
one of the simplest ways to generate currently fashionable complex dynamics 
from the simple building blocks of this framework. In a retrospective explana- 
tion Goodwin (1985) wrote that he developed the above device: 

'... as a teaching-aid and only gradually ... realised that it was simply an 
elaboration of Hicks' IS-LM. ... I used it as an elaborated cobweb, giving a 
cycle which was asymptotic to equilibrium. It only became really interest- 
ing if one added, as did Harrod, Kalecki, and later Kaldor, the accumula- 
tion process.' 

He should, of course, have added his own name to the above trio. The 
accumulation process has a built-in niche for it in Goodwin's Keynesian system, 
above; and the monetary factor is already included. 

Next there was the fascinating way in which he used the Phillips national 
income machinell to teach Keynesian economics. Phillips had constructed an 

10 Introducing a flexible accelerator, as Goodwin famously did. 
11 One of which was recently restored and deposited in the Science Museum in London, while the one 

which Goodwin used has also been repaired and can now be found in the Meade Room in the AMarshall 
Library building at Cambridge. 

?) Royal Economic Society 1998 
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The Phillips Machine 
To face page 283. 
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Dynamic Programming 
 

function fib(n)
if n <= 1 return n
return fib(n − 1) + fib(n − 2)

function fib(n)
       if n = 0
           return 0
       else
           var previousFib := 0, currentFib := 1
           repeat n − 1 times // loop is skipped if n = 1
               var newFib := previousFib + currentFib
               previousFib := currentFib
               currentFib  := newFib
       return currentFib

F5

F3 F4

F1 F2



Lotka-Volterra 
 

Kolmogorov 

A, Kùlmogcrroff,

gli individui di questa non possono moltiplicarsi anche m mancanza
di individui della specie mangiante.

Assoggetteremo la funzione K. (N. ,N.) alle condizioni seguenti:

I.) !~:<0, cioè la velocità di moltiplicazione degli indi-

vidui della specie mangiante diminuisce col crescere del loro numero.

II) dK. ' , d 'l .• dS > 0, CIOe, quan o I rapporto fra Il numero degli

individui della specie mangiata e quello degli individui della specie
mangiante è costante, l'aumento del numero degli individui delle
due specie è vantaggioso per la specie mangiante. .

I1I.) Esiste un C> ° tale che K. CC, o) = o, cioè una quan-
tità tanto piccola quanto si voglia di individui della specie man-
giante non può moltiplicarsi che sotto la condizione N, > C.

Porremo infine la condizione

C<B.

È facile vedere che senza questa ultima condizione la specie
mangiante deve inevitabilmente scompanre.

,,,
\,

o ~~~--~~ ~ __ ~ __ -L__~ __~ __~~~

( B
Fi1 1.
f/

La fig. I presenta una disposizione delle linee KI = O e K; = o
conforme alle condizioni da I. a V. , da I. a IIII e I., •. Risulta
dalle nostre condizioni che queste due linee si incontrano in un solo
punto Z e dividono il quadrante positivo del piano (N, ,N.) in
quattro domini I, II , 111 , IV.

Passiamo ora alle conseguenze, risultanti dalle condizioni alle
quali sono sottoposte le funzioni K, e K "relativamente al comporta-
mento delle curve integrali delle equazioni [I]. Si vede subito facil-
mente che gli assi coordinati sono curve integrali.

NeI dominio esamina to, in cui è N, ~ ° ,N. ~ 0, non vi sono
che tre punti singolari e cioè: l'origine O delle coordinate, il punto B
e il punto Z. Uno studio più dettagliato mostra che nessuna curva
integrale, eccettuati gli assi coordinati, non comincia nè finisce nel-
l'origine delle coordinate. Ma dal punto B, oltre all'asse N. = o,
esce una sola curva integrale (linea L) che si dirige verso il
dominio l.

Da queste considerazioni si può già trarre la prima conclusione
qualitativa presentante un interesse biologico: nessuna curva inte-
grale, che abbia inizio nel dominio ove è N,> 0, N.> 0, si appros-
sima indefinitamente agli assi coordinati, cioè se al momento iniziale
si ha N,> 0, N.> 0, ulteriormente nè la specie mangiante nè la
specie mangiata possono scomparire completamente 3).

L'analisi seguente dipende essenzialmente dalle differenti possi-
bilità del comportamento della linea L. Di tali possibilità qualitari-
vamente fdifferenti non ne esistono che tre.

CASO a). - La curva integrale L, passando un numero infinito
di volte .dal dominio I ai domini II , I II . IV si a vvicina a spirale al
punto Z.

In questo caso il punto Z è un fuoco e le curve integrali che
escono da un punto arbitrario di coordina te ~V, > °,N.> ° si
approssimano indefinitamente al punto Z facendo un numero infinito
di giri intorno ad esso. Cioè, per tutti gli N, >° e N. > o iniziali
hanno luogo oscillazioni delle quantità N, e JV. che vanno smorzandosi
con l'avvùinamento allo stato d'equilibrio stabile corrispondente al
punto Z (fig. 2).

)} si suppone qui che lungo la traiettoria considerata XI e N 1 restino sufficien-
temente grandi perchè le loro oscillazioni accidentali non abbiano un significato
decisivo. Per .VI ed N, piccoli non conviene applicare il metodo delle equazioni
di fferenziali.



The Kline Bottle and … 
 

….. The Klein Bottle 
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Figure 6. Construction of the Bancho!-Cervone
bottle. Top sequence: a Bernoulli lemniscate is
cut in two halves, one of which is moved aside

by a distance rrr ; a tube of constant radius rrr is
generated about one of the halves and then a

surface of revolution is generated by making the
second half of the lemniscate turn around the
axis passing by the two ends of the first half.

Bottom: coordinate views and perspective of the
resulting object.

tubes) is due to S. Dickson [11]. It is built up

according to the scheme just described, except

for the choice of the moving pair of vector fields,

which is not orthogonal to the curve. Here is its

parametrization:

(4)
DicksonBottle(u, v)

=

!

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

#

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

$

x =

!

"

"

"

"

#

"

"

"

"

$

6 cosu(1+ sinu)+ 4(1! 1
2 cosu) cosu cosv

for 0 " u " ! ,
6 cosu(1+ sinu)+ 4(1! 1

2 cosu) cos(v +!)
for ! < u " 2! ,

y =

!

"

#

"

$

16 sinu + 4(1! 1
2 cosu) sinu cosv

for 0 " u " ! ,
16 sinu for ! < u " 2! ,

z = 4(1! 1
2 cosu) sinv.

Parametrization (4) defines two distinct tubes,

the first one built up on a frame which moves

along the central curve remaining parallel to the

xz-plane, the second one connecting the two ends

of the first tube through a rotation of ! of the

moving frame. The union of these two parts turns

out to be a good-looking object (Figure 7), which

renders properly the idea outlined by Klein.

Note that the central curve used in this construc-

tion

(5) "(t) :

%

x = 6 cos t(1+ sin t),
y = 16 sin t

Figure 7. Klein bottle according to S. Dickson’s
definition; on the left, the central curve. Image

on the right: courtesy of Wolfram Research, Inc.

is a piriform, a well-known curve (see for example

[8] or [9]) whose general parametrization is

(6) Piriform(t) :

%

x = a(1+ sin t),
y = b cos t(1+ sin t).

It can be easily proven, and also guessed by

looking at Figure 7, that (4) defines a singular

immersion, as the two tubes do not meet tan-
gentwise along the common boundaries, and, of

course, it would be better to get the surface as the
image of a single parametrization, with no use of

inequalities, as in (4). This has been achieved by
M. Trott, who defines a parameterized bottle as

a midstep in order to get an algebraic definition
of it via Mathematica. We are interested in his

parametric definition, which closely follows the

scheme defined by (3). Trott puts some constraints
on the directrix and on the radius, which can be

summarized in the following:

(7)

i) "(a) = "(b),

ii) "#(a) = !"#(b),

iii) r(a) = r(b),

iv) r #(a) = r #(b) = ±$.

Conditions i), ii), and iii) mean that the two ends
of the tube must be coincident, while iv) means

that they must meet tangentwise. The curve and

the radius he uses are
(8)

#(t) =
&

1

t4 + 1
,
t2 + t + 1

t4 + 1

'

, t % (!$,+$),

r(t) =
84t4 + 56t3 + 21t2 + 21t + 24

672(1+ t4)

and the resulting image is shown in Figure 8.

Equations (8) define an immersion, but the result-
ing shape is somehow edgy because of the choice

of a directrix whose curvature has a nonsmooth
behavior. Moreover, as t ranges on an open inter-

val, when one tries to plot the surface, there is a
missing strip corresponding to a neighborhood of

the cusp (Trott uses t % [!20,+20] in his plots).

1080 Notices of the AMS Volume 59, Number 8



 

The Lancia Aurelia RMG owned & drove for years - before the Fiat Dino 

The material that form this paper is entirely borrowed; only the putting together 
of this diverse material to try to tell a coherent story of Richard Goodwin’s 
artistic, geometric and analogue dynamic approach to modelling structure and 
dynamics, can be considered reasonably ‘original’.

 


